
Dear students of the 4th grade class, 
When is the last time you wished a tree Happy Birthday? On the Hebrew 
calendar,the 15th day of the month of Shevat is a great opportunity. It's 

known as Tu B’Shevat, the New Year for Trees. This year, we will 

celebrate on Monday, January 17, 2022. 

 

Why is Tu B’Shevat in the winter? Why celebrate trees when 

nothing is growing? 
The 15th of Shevat is the midpoint between fall and spring. Once half the 

winter has passed, its strength is weakened, the cold is not as intense, 
and the budding process begins. 

So, yes, it may be smack in the middle of winter, but Tu BiShvat marks a 
turning point, a time when under all that cold and snow the sap of the 
trees is rising, readying for spring.  
 

So how do we observe Tu B’Shevat? 

We mark the 15th of Shevat by eating fruit and planting trees. The 

traditional observance includes a Seder the night of Tu B’Shevat (or the 

night before). You can do this as a part of dinner or after dinner. The 

table is set with a table cloth and flowers, and the following items are 
center stage: 
Wine or grape juice  
Fruits with a hard pit such as apricots or cherries 
Fruits we eat whole (with their seeds) such as blueberries 
Fruits with shells or peels, such as oranges, almonds, walnuts 

Delicious bread, of course  
Be sure to enjoy some of those fruits for which Israel is famous: olives, 
dates, grapes, figs and pomegranates. 
 

To make you understand even more about this fun holiday please press on the link 

below. 

https://www.alephbeta.org/playlist/tu-bshvat-what-is-a-birthday-for-trees 

Today would be a good day to plant an herb or plant to observe Tu 
B’Shevat and to fill out your family tree and word search on the next 
page! Bring it to class next lesson! Hope you enjoyed learning about 
another holiday that we recognize and celebrate. See you all next 
week. 

Stacey Jahanfar 

https://www.alephbeta.org/playlist/tu-bshvat-what-is-a-birthday-for-trees


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 


